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Raelyn, Symba, and Blue are back with twice as much drama as before. Will these three friends be
able to juggle a rocky friendship after lies begin surfacing? And more importantly, will they be able to
hold onto the relationships with the very men who were deceiving them? Canyon and Caesar were
living the life before their entire world came crashing down around them. With the Feds sniffing
around, they now have to be on their P's and Q's if they don't want their entire organization to
crumble. Will these charming bad boys triumph in the end? Or will the presence of a relentless ex
destroy everything they worked so hard to build?
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Never in a million years would I have thought that Jett would come back for vengeance. Just like
Raelyn had moved on with her life I expected Jett to do the same. But it turns out Jett's not one to
lie down without a fight & he's certainly not the type of person that forgives & forget easily. Nothing's
more dangerous than a scorned lover & misery loves company. His lowdown self couldn't even
allow her the happiness she deserved since he wasn't. Always know the difference between what

you're getting & what you deserve. I don't think Raelyn was able to differentiate the two. I thought
what Raelyn & Caesar had was everlasting, but in one night it had been heartlessly ripped away. It
was like Raelyn was always getting the shxtty end of the stick. The whole situation with Blue, Deon
& Zac was crazy. It was like Deon knew no limits. With Symba & Canyon it was like the more they
tried not to let the other in the deeper they fell for each other. But they both were doing sneaky stuff
behind the other's back. I didn't like Symba because the same thing she did to Raelyn is the same
thing she did to Blue. In this book you learn that most things we try are never as bad as we thought
they'd be. There's nothing wrong with taking a chance.

Samba was beyond dirty! She not only betrayed one friend for a year but she turned around and
betrayed the only one who didn't turn her back on her. Canyon was a good guy but had some ways
about him. He wanted to be able to have his cake and eat it too! Caesar dealt with a tough decision.
In his situation I would have reacted the same way! There was really no way to know what was real
and what was fake. Rae was dealt a bad hand. She couldn't live her life peacefully thanks to Jett.
He tried everything to make her life miserable. Blue thought she found love but was betrayed in the
worst way! This was definitely a lesson taught and learned in many ways!

Even though I couldn't stand Jett, he was a Beast. I glad the Author got rid of him, he was getting on
my nerve. Everybody got a friend you got to hide your man from smh. Great read, Great storyline
Good job Pebbles Starr now on to book 3 yay.

Ceasars fell in love with Rae and had to have her. Between the exes, drugs and hospital stays for
them both they finally got it together. Canyon and Symba got tired of playing games with each other.
And Blue may have finally found her man.

I really liked this book. Picks up good. But everybody's friendship seemed off from first book. Ceasar
and Canyon didn't seem to have a lot of interaction either did the girls. Even still, the plot thickens.
Once it started getting really good it ended. Hoping for a part3

The ladies are back with more drama than before. Can they stand the betrayal, heartache, and
drama to reunite as the best of friends? Well you'll have to read the book to find out. Oan team
symba and canyon, and can't wait for the next installment of this book.

I read book 1, and it was good, but this second book wow! The chicks was as follows: Rae was
pathetic, Symba was a trifling hoe, and Blue was jus dumb. But I guess they was about that life u
would think they all would have been street smart.

I expected more from the second book. I'm disappointed it went really fast and not enough details. It
kept jumping back and forth making it a little confusing.
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